Title word cross-reference

111-198 [Ano06j]. 143-230 [Ano02d]. 173-250 [Ano01c]. 179-274 [Ano00c].
17th [Dro04]. 183-434 [Ano09h]. 189-282 [Ano04i]. 189-290 [Ano05h].
193-288 [Ano03i]. 199-298 [Ano06k].

[Ano02c]. 24 [ABF00b]. 251-322 [Ano01d]. 255-534 [Ano08h]. 27
[LFL05a, SR05]. 275-360 [Ano00d]. 283-360 [Ano04j]. 291-384 [Ano05i].
299-454 [Ano06l].

315-402 [Ano02f]. 323-388 [Ano01c]. 357-448 [Ano03j]. 359-584 [Ano07i].
361-440 [Ano00c]. 361-450 [Ano04k]. 385-480 [Ano05j].

403-492 [Ano02g]. 435-536 [Ano09i]. 441-502 [Ano00f]. 449-556 [Ano03k].
451-556 [Ano04l]. 455-604 [Ano06m]. 481-538 [Ano05k].
abate [GDM06]. Aboriginal [McG03b]. absence [Fah08]. abstention [Tsu04]. abundance [Pol06]. acceptability [WP09]. Acceptable [Utn08a]. acceptance [KS09]. access [ANL09, BBB01, BT04, Elv09, FMPPF08, Gry03, Pet03]. accident [Cho07]. accidents [BBNB08, TK09], Accord [FE09]. account [AS07, Bro05, Hon00]. accountability [AL02]. accumulation [SA02]. achieving [NBR09]. ACIA [Sch07a]. acknowledgements [VA05a]. Acknowledgments [VA04]. across [CLyB06, MJ08]. action [KE03, FE09, Kim02]. actions [DYB05, Hay05, Val05a, Ver07]. activity [OGC+09, Ska05]. actors [dVMD08]. adapting [Day08, Syd02, KTH+07]. Adaptive [RSS+07, GK05, MMR08, WASK06]. address [Bor01]. Addressing [Var08]. administration [SRW06]. adoption [CS07, Hal03, HH04]. advancing [CROP09, Don08]. affect [SU07]. affecting [PKH01, Ser04]. Africa [Ano06g, BC06, Cha06, Har09, HS01, HK06a, HH00, KF02, NDV+04, PS07, Sow06, vS02, vSBHS06, vSH06]. African [CvSP06, NH06, Wit06]. after [GGVL09, Gui04, Ho09b, JM00, Kim02, Sch05]. agency [DJ01, MB09]. agreement [Lev08]. agreements [Elv09, HJ02, KF02, Kim03b, Wit08]. aid [Pet03, SRVLGG02]. aims [Ano02a, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano04b, Ano04a, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano06a, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06f, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f]. air [LL06]. Al [AOPM00]. Al-Batinah [AOPM00]. Alaskan [HG01]. Albemarle [PBSS06]. Aleutian [Fin05]. algae [vdBND+02]. alien [BWA+03]. allocation [HK06b, SA02]. alternate [LS00]. alternative [BA05, Hea04, JHMC07, SA08]. America [GDI+09, KTH+07]. American [KTH+07]. americanus [Lev09b]. among [BBBNB08, HRP08]. Amplant [BR508]. Analysis [BK09, TK09, EOU09, Fle01, Gez08, GM01a, Gui04, HS01, HCL+09, KF07, KF08, KKR08, KY05, LC06, LOS06, MPT09, MCO08, Mor06, RSJ+03, SBF+04, TrvAB05, Utn08b, vdBND+02]. analytical [Nie03]. Anchovetta [Pon01]. anchovy [BR508]. Andalusia [PSFE07, PNN08, dC08]. Angling [SJ03]. animal [KA06]. Antarctic [Gre01, Jab06]. ante [GM09]. anthropological [OJ08]. any [Sch07b].
apartheid [vSBHS06, vSH06]. APEC [Ho09b]. application
[CGS08, HNMB07, Moe08, OGC+09]. applications [Wes03]. applied
[KTH+07]. Appraising [CS07]. approach [AMS05, AE01, BA05, GH08, HY03, JBP09, JMC07, KPN+09, MFM09, MB09, Mor08, Par00, Pol02a, PS01, Ska04, Sta05, Sta08, SM06, Var08, WW05, AH06]. Approaches
[TRF08, BM08, BWR08, BET+07, Mur07, OB09]. Aquaculture
[Han03, SLT08, AJ09, Bes06, EOU09, Gib09a, Hea08, HR04, KA06, Mar01, MN09, NSVV01, PPB06, WCB06, WP09]. architectures [Hin01]. Arctic
[Hun09, Sta03, Sto07]. area
[Jon08, Jon09, MMS09, NBR09, Ped08, QWJA09, SBF+04, RTWJ05]. areas
[BCM09a, Cli03, CCCD07, Fab08, Foc08, Ove06, RGO09, SR08, SBB+09]. armed
[Ho09a]. arrangement [KS04]. arrangements
[Bee07, Gry03, LS00, WKT00, YM06]. arrest [Som01]. arrivals [ZYN09]. Artificial
[KK08, Kai06]. Artisanal
[PSFE07, PNN08, SR08, CVL02, FGA00, GGAD08, JGU09, WPBD03, dC08]. artisinal [AOPM00]. Asia
[Ho09a, Kim03b, NDV+04, PKH01, PPP+07, WW06, WASK06]. Asian
[Ber02, SGP+08, TS05]. Assessing
[AMS05, CFW+07, KPN+09, LCK04, Mar08, SDWF09]. Assessment
[GGSRVL06, OGC+09, FFM06, GP00, HIM+09, Hun09, JHW09, LW07, Mal03, MS02, OB09, Por09, TS05, WF01, WBGC08, Yan08]. assimilation
[Sch07c]. asymmetric [Jen08]. asymmetrical [Ebb03]. Atlantic
[AL02, Bjo09, FE09, JM00, Lev08, BA05, BM06, BR08, DJ07, DB06, FSP05, GGVM03, GGV05, Han07b, HR06, Lev09a, Lev09b, MG03b, MN09, Skj06, Sto09, Syd01]. attack [Ho09b]. attention [WAKP05]. attitudes
[BH09, KKP00, Pet08]. attribute [EO09]. attributes [Utn08b]. auction
[NZF09]. auctioning [Tro04]. auctions [AVH05, Arm01, Kap00, VEH02]. auratus
[MS02]. Australia
[MBJ08, Vin06, CCCD07, DPE+08, DKM08, FHC05, Jab06, Jab09, Kea01, Let00, MG06, MD08, Sco00]. Australian
[BCM09b, CBB00, DCHM07, GM09, Gre01, Jab09, PG09, PPW+09, RM00]. authorities [Hew07]. available [Eks09]. aware [FLT06]. awareness
[FPHP09, JP07].

back [MD08]. balancing [SHQF06]. Bali [Val04c]. Baltic [Ugg07]. ban
[WPBD03]. Banggi [TS07]. Bangladesh [BNA+01]. Barbados [BC07b]. Barents [Hon00]. Barrier [Day08, NBR09]. barriers [Gib09a, GP00, Har01]. based [BA05, BWR08, CROP09, CFW+07, CWRR09, Cla09, CN08, DPE+08, Dou08, FF06, Fle01, FSP05, Gai08, GMN+07, GDI+09, GL08, GH08, GT01, KKI+09, LOS06, LB04, MMS09, MPT09, PGM+05, PKS+09, Tho08, TG09, WP09, WBCK04, dVM04, dM05, BET+07]. Baseline [Moe08]. baselines [Val03]. basin [HJ02]. basis [Fle03]. bass [Lev09a]. bathing
[Hew07]. Batinah [AOPM00]. Bay [BRS08, MBJ08, KK1+09]. be
[Bra08, FSPKR09, KF07, dJDT09]. bear [MLR08]. behavior [Val09]. behaviour [AEG+08]. behaviours [Tho08]. behind [OJ08]. Beibu [YM06].
Belgian [DMVS07, Som01]. Belgium [BCM09a]. Belize [Per09]. Benchmarking [GKMR07, vSBHS06]. benefit [GTLC02]. benefits [GM09, KF02, Ove06, Ove07, SVL07, Ehl08]. benefitted [Har09]. benthic [TRF08]. Bering [Fin05, MLRK08]. better [BNA+01, Isa06]. between [BC07b, CLT08, CW08, Kan03, Kim03a, KA06, Per09, RWB08, VGH+08, Yan08, vHvT09]. Beyond [Jen06, Som01, Tsu04]. Bight [BM09]. bilateral [Wit08]. binary [KP04a]. biodiversity [BWA+03, Kay04, QCB09, Sub07]. biofouling [RT08]. Biogeography [CSG+09]. biological [BJ30, FGA00, GGV09, vDBND+02]. Biosphere [PBB08]. bird [Hum06]. block [AL02]. blue [Sta06]. Bluefin [Po02a, CBB00]. bluefins [Ser04]. board [Ano04a, Ano02a, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano06a, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f]. Board/aims [Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f]. boar [Coo05, PG09]. boats [PC00]. bolts [Sta05]. border [Per09]. Bothkennar [MM04]. Bothnia [RC01]. bottom [Ove06, Ove07]. bottomfish [GL03]. boundaries [Gre01, MR01, dVM04]. Boundary [VVG03]. boycotts [HH06]. Brancaster [MBSLP02]. Brazil [KS04, SR08, dS04]. Brazilian [AS07]. Breaking [Moe08]. bridges [WdK02]. brief [NH07, WRD06]. British [Dro04, GMN+07, Hea08, MG09, SVL07]. Building [MLRK08, FD03, Pot00, SP01, Val04a, VS01, Yan03, Yan08]. bulk [RM02]. buying [Kap00, MD08]. by-products [EY07]. bycatch [BJBC09, DCNPN09, GDM06, MWL+09, NZF09].

cables [CSH00]. Caird [Bor01]. Calamianes [Fab08]. California [BM09, Eks09, FF06, SBF+04]. call [But07]. Calming [VH09]. campaign [SM06]. campaigns [JP07]. Can [Kar01, LS08, SU07, dJDT09, KF07]. Canada [BP08, Coo05, CWP06, DM09, DS09, FHCS05, FE09, Hea08, JM00, Lou07, McG03b]. Canadian [Bod02, Dav08, ET08, HR04, MN09]. Canal [LlÌÀ05a, Lla05b]. Cancellation [MG06]. cannot [VS02]. Cantabria [PL01]. capabilities [Mal03]. Capacity [IMP09, VS01, AEG+08, FD03, Jen02, Joh05, PC00, Pot00, RSJ+03, SGP+08, SP01, SA02, Sta06, YYY08]. Cape [PBB08]. capitalism [FL01]. caps [FW08]. capture [BdKvD+08, Joh05, LW07, Sub07]. carbon [KS09]. Caribbean [BNA+01, HMM+04, LCK04, SRMM03, SM08]. CARICOM [SRMM03]. carriers [TS05]. Case [Lev08, AJ09, AMS05, AEG+08, BCM09b, BL00, CFG06, CVL02, CW00, Dav08, DW08, DM09, DS09, DTFÅM04, DMVS07, Dro04, DP00, EE03, FLT06, FH04, FMPPF08, Fra08, FGA00, GM09, HR06, HHR00, HK06b, How01, Lax06, LFI01, LOT05, MMS09, MPB+02, Mat01,
MGL09, PBSS06, PL01, SR08, Som03, Sub07, TWN+09, Vee02, WPBD03, dJDTo9, dC08, MLRK08. case-study [GM09]. cases [AHS00].
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Combating [Ho09a]. combined [KPN+09]. coming [Hun09]. Comment [Val00, FSPKR09, Haa00a]. Comments [LFL05a, LFL05b, SR05]. Commercial [HH06, AMW09, Bod02, EE03, Har07, HB07a, Kea01, LVH+09, Lev09a, PLB04, Pon01, SS07, WJPN00]. Commission [Bjo09, Lev08, Hea04, Hea06, Ili08d]. committed [AL02]. commitment [SM08]. Common [DG05, HG01, MG09, HRP08, Jen02, RHKS09, SC04, dS04, FA06, GH03]. commons [McB04]. commonwealth [GM09, MG06, PPW+09]. Commonwealth-managed [MG06]. communication [GDM06]. communities [Che03, FL01, PRH+06, SHA08]. community [CWRR09, FO08, FFM06, How01, Jen00a, LOS06, LB04, MPT09, PS07, Tho08, TG09, WBCK04, WCKB09, Hat00]. community-based [CWRR09, LOS06, LB04, MPT09, Tho08, TG09, WBCK04]. companies [FLT06]. comparative [Fle01, Gez08, LOS06]. Comparing [MBJI08, vS02]. comparison [Kim03a, LDBB08, WNB+08]. compensation [Kim03a, Mas03]. competition [HRP08]. Competitive [PLB04]. competitiveness [Bes06, CMCNL+09]. complex [MMR08]. Compliance [Høn00, LL06, SW08, BCM09b, EE03, HK06a, Hau08, Nie03, NM03, Gez06]. complicated [GH08]. Compromise [Ili08a]. concept [Det06]. concepts [Gai08]. conceptual [MR01, RWB09]. Concern [Hun06]. concerning [Mur07]. concerns [MCK08]. Conclusions [Ehl08, Val04a, Val05b]. condemned [vS02]. Conditions [PKH01, PNN08]. conduct [hS00]. Cone [GD1+09]. Conflict [BC07b, BL00, Bee07, BNA+01, BL08, FTF00, Kea01, PPP+07]. conflicts [BR07, Hil07, Maj07, RWB08]. conformity [Høn00]. confusion [CCG+07]. Congressionally [Ber08]. consciousness [Sch07c]. consensus [Eyt00, FTF00, Val05a]. consequences [CFG05, Gib07, RHKS09]. Conservation [Lev08, AL02, BHJV09, BET+07, DJ07, FMPFP08, Hun09, JBP09, Kay04, Lev09b, Ove07, RWB08, vZvDT02, CCG+07]. considerations [Kay04]. Considering [FF06]. consolidation [Eyt00]. Consortium [HR06]. constrained [Ped08]. constraints [Høn00]. Constructs [GJGT04]. consulting [Mah06]. containerships [WF01]. contested [NBR09]. Context [LOS06, Foc08, Gai08, Mit08, KTH+07]. contexts [CFW+07, DS09]. continental [Jab06, Jab09, Key01]. continued [Joh05]. continuing [WDATO]. contracts [Edw08, MN08]. Contractual [SMS06]. contribution [Dev00, Hea08]. control [CMW09, EE03, Erc06, KF07, MG03a, RT08, RNG06, dL05]. controls [MBJI08]. controversies [BH09, Sta03]. Convention [Ili08c, Kan03, Kim03b, Moe08, Sto07, Ver07]. conventional [RNG06, MBJI08]. conventions [KF09]. conveyance [BM09]. cooperation [HRP08]. Cooperative [KM04, BA05, HR06]. Cooperatives [KE03]. coordinated [CWP06]. Coping [PRH+06]. coral [AvdH08, JGU09, PPB06]. core [PS01, Pol02h]. COREPOINT [CC09]. Cork [OGC+09]. corporate [FLT06, GL07]. corruption [HT09]. cost [CMCNL+09, KM09, PBSS06].
Costa [Alp06]. Costs [AHS00, GM09, MM05, Ove06, Ove07, PE09, SW08].
Council [Gul09]. councils [Cor05, Oke03]. countries [Han08, PKS*09, SGP*08, WNB*08, Wit08]. country [Som03, Van04].
course [Fle01]. crab [Fin05, Lou07]. crafting [KS04]. Creating [PJ08].
creation [JBN07]. Crew [Har09, WW05]. crisis [dVM02b]. criteria [AMS05, Nob00].
critical [CGHA08, MCO08]. critique [Cor05, DKM08].
Cross [DSH03, Son05, WASK06, DW08]. Cross-scale [WASK06, DW08].
cruise [But07, Joh02]. cruising [Mar04]. cultural [Cla09, Ove06, Ove07].
culture [DCHM07, KPN*09, MGL09, SLT08].
currents [DSH03].
cycles [BK09].
damage [FW08, Mas03]. damages [FFM06, GGSRL06]. Danish [NC06].
data [BHJV09, BBNB08, CROP09, Mas08, SRW06, ZFP05]. data-poor [BHJV09].
dataset [Eks09]. date [VA05b].
de-regulation [AW02]. Death [NPFR09]. debate [Mat01, WDAT00]. decade [Eyt00, HK06a, Wit06, vSBH06].
decades [Hum09]. Decentralization [SM04]. decision [Nau06]. decisions [PL04].
decide [KH08, Pol06, St06, dVM02b]. decommissioning [Ham03]. decrease [KF09].
deep [HF02]. deep-sea [HF02]. defence [OLC*09]. Defining [DCNP09, Hill07, dJDT09, Foc08].
definition [Hay05, PGP08]. deliberation [Var08]. delivery [Fle01]. Demand [McG03a].
Demand-side [McG03a].
demise [SWM06]. democratic [Fle03]. demolition [KKR09].
Denmark [MPB*02, NM03]. dependency [DJ01, HHR00]. depletion [HB07b].
Design [TMY06a, Fle01]. designated [Ber08]. Designation [BCM09a]. Designing [AMW09, JC09b].
desirable [Ili08a]. detect [Mal03].
deterioration [TG09]. determines [Fra08]. Deterring [Erc06].
Developing [CLyB06, HESM08, RWB09, Bee07, GL08, QWA09, Syd02, TRvAB05, Wit08, Yan03, Gai08, KKI*09].
Development [SM06, WD07, AH06, Ben05, BH00, Fle01, Han08, HR04, HH04, JHW09, KKI*09, LOT05, Mal06, NSVW01, Pet02, RBT04, Sah01, SJ02, TRvAB05, Var08].
developmental [HESM08]. developments [Ber02, Kea01, Key01, Pot00, Wit06].
devices [SDWF09]. devolution [dVM02b]. dialogue [Val04c]. Did [Pol06].
differ [Arm01]. differences [Bat05, PC00]. Different [CLT08]. differentiate [KF08]. differentiation [LOS06].
dilemma [Pol02b]. dimension [Jen06, KM04]. dimensional [JBP09]. dimensions [Ebb03, Ebb09, dV07]. Dingle [Kar01].
diplomacy [Coo05, Ja06]. direct [CLyB06]. directed [Lev09b]. direction [Che08].
Directions [FP04, NC06, dSK06]. directive [Hew07].
disagreement [Val05a]. disagreements [Dja04]. disappearing [Van05].
disappointment [Jen06]. disaster [PRH*06]. discard [CFG06].
discarding [BRH06]. Discards [CFG05]. disciplinary [RSS*07].
disciplines [Hum03, Pon03]. discovery [CROP09]. Disentangling [KHG08].
dispute [BC07b, Mor06, Pol02a, VVG03]. distant
distribution [BRS08, EY07, Han07b, Mor00, Tii08].
Distributional [BM06, GT01]. distributive [Bee07] disturbance [CGHA08, dJDT09]. Dive [Fab08]. divergent [Eva09]. diverse [DS09]. divide [JC09b]. Do [PG09, Gic08, Jen04, KF09]. documentation [Agn00]. Does [KF09, Gib09b, Gui04, Nie09].

EB00, HB01, Xue06].


Dreams [Isa06]. Driven [HR06]. Drivers [LC06]. Dry [RM02]. Duplication [FBH07]. Durations [GM01a].

East [Bjo09, CS07, DJ07, Kim03b, NDV07, Syd01, Vin06, FHCS05, AVH05, Ber02, Key03, Skj06, TS05]. Eastern [FHCS05, LCK04, RHCS05]. eclectic [Sta08].

Ecological [BCM09a, CN08, SR08, SDWF09, TTSS09, WRD06, dJDT09]. Ecological [JC09b]. Econometric [KF07, KF08, KKR08]. Economic [ANL09, GTLC02, Hun03, Pet02, BC07a, BB06, BK09, FH04, GGSRL06, Gui04, Han08, HH06, IMP09, Key01, LDBB08, LC06, MGL09, NVPR09, NSVW01, Nos08, Ove06, Ove07, PFS09, Sch08, Sub07, SVL07, TTSS09, Val05a, VA06, Van04, Van05, WPN00, WPBD03, WCB06, dVM04, vdBND02]. Economics [LF01, FA06, SLCS05, SAK06, vdB00].


Education [KKI09, How01, KTH07, Vee02]. EEM [CWP06]. EEZ [Bat05, DYB05, Foc08, Hay05, Ska05]. EEZs [Bal04]. Effect [KF07]. Effective [BT04, Haa00b, Haa00a, NBR09, Sto09, Val00]. Effectiveness [LFL05a, SRVLM03, SR05, BET07, Gli09, LLJ07, PBSS06, LFL05b]. Effects [McG07, BM06, Cho07, CWP06, HH04, KF08, RHKS09, WBGC08].

Efficiency [DTFÁIM04, IMP09, PC00]. Effort [OJ08]. Eight [Oke03]. Elements [GL08, Moe08]. Elephant [PE09]. Eliciting [WP09]. Emergence [HR06, Gui09]. Emerging [Sm03, DJ07, dSK06]. Emission [LL06].

Empirical [HNMB07]. Employment [GM01b, Mit08, GM01a, PL01, PG05]. Empowering [Fle01]. Empowerment [Jen05, WCKB09]. Enactment [Kim02]. Endangered
Engines [HH04], England [DP00, CS07, JBN07, Kap00, Mar08], English [CFG06], enhance [FD03, Roa04], Enhanced [Ebb02], enforcement [DYB05, Fah08, Nøs08], energy [Mar08, PF02, Por09, SDWF09], entrepreneurial [Bee07], entry [PL04], environment [BR07, FD03, VGH+08, Ver07], Environmental [EOU09, HH04, Ugg07, Ben01, CWP06, FPHP09, Fra08, FE09, FFM06, Mas03, Sch08, Ver07], Environmentally [Joh02], Equity [Jon09, Kap00, Mar01], English [CFG06], enhancing [Ebb02], enforcement [DYB05, Fah08, Nøs08], engineers [HH04], England [DP00, CS07, JBN07, Kap00, Mar08], English [CFG06], enhance [FD03, Roa04], Enhanced [Ebb02], enforcement [DYB05, Fah08, Nøs08], energy [Mar08, PF02, Por09, SDWF09], entrepreneurial [Bee07], entry [PL04], environment [BR07, FD03, VGH+08, Ver07], Environmental [EOU09, HH04, Ugg07, Ben01, CWP06, FPHP09, Fra08, FE09, FFM06, Mas03, Sch08, Ver07], Environmentally [Joh02], Equity [Jon09, Kap00, Mar01], English [CFG06], enhancing [Ebb02], enforcement [DYB05, Fah08, Nøs08], engines [HH04], environment [BR07, FD03, VGH+08, Ver07].
SU07, SWC09, Sto09, SAK06, SRVLGG02, Utn08a, Utn08b, WBGC08], fit [Ebb02, KTH+07]. Fitting [CVL02]. Five [AEG+08, TS05]. fixes [DGH+06]. Fixing [BW09]. flag [Xue06]. flagging [HY03]. Fleet [GDM06, OJ08, DTFÁIM04, GGVL05, GGAD08, GGVL09, PSFE07, Sta07, SRVLGG02, Tza05, Utn08a]. fleets [Hat00, dC08]. Flexible [HS06]. floating [MGL09]. floor [DGH+06]. Florida [Lev09b]. flying [BC07b]. Focusing [dC08, EOU09]. food [BKV+09, PPP+08, SWC09]. footing [Glo03]. force [Let00]. foreign [HFPR02, Pet03, Ska05]. Foreword [VA04, VA05a]. Formal [WF01]. formalisation [Kar01]. formation [AvdH08]. forms [McG03a]. Forth [MM04]. Forum [FBH+07]. forward [Val04a, Val05b]. Fostering [Tho08]. found [BR08]. foundations [MGL09]. fragmented [EYG+09]. framework [Cla09, FMM+07, KKI+09, Mae08, Nie03, QCB09, DPE+08]. frameworks [Elv09, MN08]. Framing [NH07]. France [MPB+02]. free [Elv09]. freedom [Ugg07, Van05]. frontier [Sta03]. Frost [SR05]. Frozen [AL02]. fuel [WDAT00]. Funding [Har07]. Further [LFL05b]. future [CvSP06, Ehl08, Li03, NC06, SJ02, Sta06, dSK06]. fuzzy [HY03].

gains [ANL09, Nie09]. Galicia [FMPPF08, FGA00]. Galician [GGAD08, MGL09]. gap [HN03]. gaps [WdK02]. gas [FE09]. gathering [DYB05, Hay05, Val05a]. GATT [JM00]. GBRWHA [NBR09]. Gender [Ben05, DSH03]. generated [But07]. genetic [LVH+09]. Geo [SHA08]. Geo-technologies [SHA08]. Geographical [Han07b, Val01, dVMdC09]. Geopolitical [dVMdC09, Kay04, dVM06]. geopolitics [CSG+09]. German [Foc08, MG09, PFS09]. get [SRMM03]. Ghana [BNA+01, PS07]. Ghost [BM07]. GIS [BET+07]. GIS-based [BET+07]. glacialis [Lev09a, Lev09b]. glass [BR08, vSH06]. Global [SAK06, BWA+03, CvSP06, DCNP09, Kay04, LTX08, TS05, WW05, Mal03]. Globalisation [AW02, FL01, Hum03]. globalization [dVM02b]. goals [Var08]. gold [Dro04]. GOOS [Mal03]. governability [Jen07]. Governance [BC07a, Cho06, Cla09, EYG+09, Eva09, FMM+07, FMPPF08, Gib08, GKM07, GH03, Haa00b, Haa00a, Har09, Hin03, Jen07, JC09a, Joh06, KH08, Lau08, MFM09, MHJ07, OB09, SP01, Sto09, TG09, Val00, Val01, VH09, dVM04, dVMdC08]. Governing [MMR08, EY07, MCK08, Ser04]. government [Dro04, MB09, MM02, Pet08]. Grand [DTFÁIM04]. Grant [KTH+07]. Great [Day08, NBR09]. Greek [FLT06, Tza05, TK09]. Greek-owned [FLT06]. Green [dV07]. Greenland [GGVL09]. grey [Coo05, TLHN07]. Groundfish [DP00, HG01]. groundwork [MN09]. group [Hol00]. grouper [Hal03]. groups [HCK00, MJ01, MHJ07]. growing [LS08]. guarding [BdKvD+08]. Guatemala [Per09]. Guidelines [VA06, CGHA08, DYB05]. Gulf [JHMC07, Lou07, BP08, KP04a, KP04b, KM09, RC01, WPBD03, YM06]. Gungliau [LOT05].

habitat [JBN07, TRF08]. halibut [Daw06, GGVL09]. Hamble [FBH+07].
infrastructure [LCK04, SRW06]. infusion [Wit08]. initial [FFM06].
injuries [Roa04, dSK06]. innovation [DM09, LD04, NDV+04]. innovation-support [DM09]. innovations [HH04]. input [KYC05, McG03a]. inshore [CWR09, Fahn0, Kar01, TTSS09]. insights [CN08]. inspections [BK09, CMW09, KH07, KH08]. instability [VES06]. installations [Ham03].

Institutional [Ebb09, LS00, Noh00, RBW08, St07, AJ09, Ebb02, Ebb03, Elv09, Fra08, HH00, Hin01, LB04, Lou07, MM05, MGL09, NDV+04, Sch08, Skj06, Yan08, YM06, vdB00, Jen07, Sto09]. Institutionalism [MG09]. Institutions [Jen04, CWR09, CVL02, HG01, Pet02]. instrument [HR04, MN08]. instruments [Ser04]. Insularity [Pon03]. insurance [Ben01]. Integrated [QCB09, RHCS05, DSH03, FHCS05, GA07, LW07, Mas08, OGC+09, Tau07, WCB06, vdBND+02, MCO08]. integrating [BW09, McG03a, SJ03]. integration [CC09, CvSp06, Daw06, FBH+07, Lan08, dVM02a, MCK08]. Intelligence [Bal04, DMY05, Hay05, Val05a]. intentionally [Ver07]. Interaction [VGH+08]. interactions [BB06, GCB+08, Son05]. Interdependence [KA06]. Interdisciplinary [WdK02]. interest [LVH+09, MJ01, PKh02]. interests [BET+07, Elv09, Oke03, WW06]. Intergovernmentalism [MG09]. interlocal [MLR08]. internal [Som01]. International [DE07, Ham03, HRP08, Lev08, RT08, DG05, Det06, TTF00, HJ02, Ili08b, Kim03a, LL06, Ma08, MN08, Mas03, Syd02, Hea04, Hea06, Ili08c, Ili08d, Lev08]. interplay [Ebb02, Skj06, SC04, Sto09, Sto07]. interpretation [BET+07].

Interviewing [CS07], introducing [GGV09]. Introduction [DE08, Han07c, Val04b, Val05a, VGH+08, vSH06, FJH07, Kar01, Mat01, RSS+07]. invasive [BWA+03]. Investigation [LLJ07, Ove06, Ove07, WCB06]. involve [Som03]. involved [SRMM03]. Involving [Por09]. IODE [Mas08]. Ireland [FO08, Kar01, OGC+09]. Irish [BET+07, BR08]. irradiated [WDAJ00]. ISC [Ho09a]. Island [AMS05, RBT04, Han08, HBB07a, BJBC09]. Islands [Fab08, BPM09, Smi03, Fin05, Gez08, GL03, HTO9, VS01]. ISM [TK09]. ISQ [Tro04]. Israel [Fle00]. issue [ABF00a, ABF00b, Bro05, CCG+07, Mor06, SP01]. issues [FPHP09, GT01, Jon08, Jon09, Lan08, Smi03, Som05]. ITQ [AMW09, Eyt00, SA08]. ITQ-management [Eyt00]. ITQs [BW09, CGS08, VEH02]. IUU [Erc06, GL07, LC06, Sto09]. IVQ [SA08]. IWC [Ili08a].

Jamaica [Edw09, RGB09]. January [An00b, An01b, An02c, An03h, An04h, An05g, An08g, An09g]. Japan [MBJ08, AMS05, BH09, BP08, EY07, GLP08, Kan03, MMS09, Sco00, VL02]. Japanese [BP08, HB01, Key03, MM05]. jobs [GMN+07]. joint [Key03]. Jørgen [SR05]. judicial [Dev00]. July [An00d, An01d, An02e, An04j, An05i, An06l, An07i, An08i, An09j].
jurisdiction [Dev00]. justice [Jon09].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. Known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Kabui [BRS08]. Kagoshima [AMS05]. keep [LS08]. Kenya [Eva09]. Kerala [TG09, vdBL07]. Kerry [Kar01]. Key [GL08, BC07a, Hay05, LC06]. keys [Pon03, BR08]. Kingdom [Pet08]. know [Gle08]. knowledge [Hea08, HHM+09, Mau02, SR08, SBF+04, WRD06]. known [Gib07]. Kong [JHW09]. Korea [VL02, VVG03, Che03, Cho06, Cho07, CW08, Kan03, Kim04, MM02].

Labour [Gle08, WW05]. Labrador [BBNB08]. Lafuente [LFL05a, SR05, LFL05b]. Lagoon [KS04, JBN07, CVL02, SR08]. land [GMN+07]. land-based [GMN+07]. Landlords [Mar01]. Landscape [HCL+09]. Landscape-scale [HCL+09]. Large [Eks09, FMM+07, MFMO9, Pol06, SRMM03]. largest [LWH+09]. last [Sta03]. Latin [KTH+07]. latitude [Jab06, Jab09, McG07]. Law [Wit06, Kan03, Kim03b, Nos08, Ska05, Som01, Syd02, Sto07, Ver07].


Lessons [BBNB08, Hea06, BM08, Day08, Ehl08, GDF+09, HJ02, HBB00, Kap00, McBO4, NM03, NBR09, PKH01, VG03, dSO4, Har07, NDV+04]. level [CW00]. liability [GL07, Kim03a, Mas03]. Liberal [MG09]. liberalisation [Nie09]. liberalising [ANL09]. liberalization [Chi07]. Liberum [RZ03]. licences [PG09]. licensing [Bod02]. life [BK09, Isa06, San05]. Limitations [RNG06]. Limits [Jen07, MJ03, BRH06]. Lindebo [SR05]. line [Ove06, Ove07]. Liner [MN06]. liners [CLT08]. lines [CLT08]. link [FH04, Jen00a]. linkages [DW08, DSH03, WASK06]. linked [KTH+07]. linking [BBNB08]. Lion [Ber08, GTLCO2]. literature [N0s08, VG03, TLHN07]. litter [SM06]. live [PPP+08]. livelihood [SLT08]. Livelihoods [AH06, AE01, PRH+06]. Lobster [Coo05, Bod02, PHK02]. Local [How01, WRD06, AMS05, CW00, FH04, FL01, Hew07, LB04, PJ08]. logistics [MN08]. Lokkergaard [SR05]. long [LDBB08]. long-term [LDBB08]. longline [GCB+08, NZF09, Ove06, Ove07, Pol06, PL04, WBGC08]. looking [BR08, vSH06]. looking-glass [BR08]. looming [Cla06]. lopsided [SA02]. losing [ZFP05]. losses [Nie09]. Louisiana [Kai06, KK08]. Low [CMCNL+09]. Low-cost [CMCNL+09].
making [Hea04, JM04, TRvAB05, MJ08]. Malacca [Val03]. Malaysia [Val03]. Malaysian [Sah01]. Malthusian [TS07]. Maluku [NSH01]. Malvido [LFL05a, SR05, LFL05b]. mammal [MWL+09]. mammals [CGHA08, Hun09]. manage [CW00]. managed [Ebb09, MG06, MM04, MBSLP02, PG09, PPW+09, Tho08]. Management [Gez08, HNMB07, IMGGVL02, Li03, McBo4, MCO08, Oke03, ÁBo2, AL02, AE01, Alp06, AHS00, BM08, BA05, Bec07, BNA+01, BWR08, Bes05, Bes06, BT04, BW09, BC06, BR08, BM07, BL08, BP08, CSG+09, Car07, CRO+09, Che08, Cho07, CFW+07, CJ07, CWR09, Cla09, Cla06, Cli03, CSH00, CVL02, CN08, Dav08, DPE+08, Day08, DGH+06, DSH03, DTFAÍM04, DMVS07, Don08, Ebb02, Ebb03, Edw09, EE03, FF06, Fle00, FJH07, FP07, FHC+05, FE09, FGA00, FFM+06, FPS05, Gai08, GJGT04, GDI+09, GL05, GA07, GK05, GH08, Gry03, GL03, GT01, HF02, Har07, HB07a, HS01, Hea06, HS06, Hol00, HCK00, HBB00, Hum03, JBB09, Jen00a, Jen00b, Jen05, Jen06, JHMC07, KS04, Kap00, KKP00, KM04, Kar01, Key03, KdsSR07, LWH+09, Lev09a]. management [Lev09b, Líl04, LB04, MM05, MMS09, MPT09, MPB+02, Mas08, MB09, McGo3a, MLRK08, MCK08, MM+04, MJ01, MJ03, MBJI08, Mit04, MWL+09, Mor08, Mur07, Nie03, NDV+04, NC06, NH07, Nob00, Nob03, NSH01, NBR09, OLC+09, OGC+09, Par00, Per09, PKH02, PJ08, PKS+09, Pol02b, PBB08, PKH01, PPP+07, PS01, Pon01, Pon03, QC09, RSS+07, RBT04, RSJ+03, Rep01, RHC05, RNG06, SM04, Sch07a, Sch08, Sch07e, SH03, SJ02, SRM03, SM08, SB05, Som03, Sta05, SM06, SJ03, Syd01, Tau07, TGO09, Tow02, TMY06b, Ut06, WKT00, WK09, Wes03, WBCK04, WASK06, WRD06, Yan03, Yan08, YM06, YY08, ds04, dSK06, diM05, vVdT02, vdB00, Líl05a, Ml07, TLHN07, WR07, Eyt00, Lev08]. Managing [Cam00, DKM08, HT09, MCO08, SG+08, Gil07]. manner [DY05]. Mapping [PFS09]. March [Ano00g, Ano01f, Ano02h, Ano03l, Ano04m, Ano06j, Ano07k, Ano09h]. Mare [RZ03]. mariculture [Hal03, JM00, MCK08]. Marine [AGPT08, ABF00b, BM08, BPM90, BWA+03, Eks09, FÔ08, GDI+09, LVH+09, LFL05a, LFL05b, PS07, San05, SRW06, SR05, TOW02, Vin06, WDAT00, dM05, BHJV09, Bat05, BR07, BCM09a, CWR09, Cli03, CCCC07, CGHA08, CN08, DCNP09, DPE+08, Day08, DJ07, Det06, DM09, DMVS07, Dou08, DP00, EO09, Ehl08, Eva09, Fab08, FMM+07, FP09, Foc08, FHC05, Gil07, Gil09b, GL08, Glo03, GKI+05, Haa00b, Haa00a, Hin01, Hum03, Hum09, HHO4, Jon04, Jon09, Mac08, MFM09, MWL+09, Mur07, Nau06, Ove06, PG08, Pia08, PD08, PNT09, QWJA09, QC09, RGB09, RWB09, SBF+04, SDWF09, SJ02, SHA08, Sub07, Val00, VSO1, Ver07, WW06, WJPN00, WP09, ZFP05, dVM+09, vHV09, vSH06, vBND+02, An07g, DPE+08, DE07, Gu09, RSS+07]. Maritime [Bod02, DS09, Pot00, QCB09, dVM06, AW02, Ben01, Cho07, Cla09, DCHM07, Gre01, Ho09b, KYC05, Líl04, MWV02, PL01, Roa04, Som01, dS04, dVM02a, dVM02b, dVM+09, vHV09, vD07]. market [BP08, Elv09, GMN+07, Gle08, Kap00, KKR08, Tro04, TMY06b, VES06, WW05].

Nadu [BdKvD+08]. NAFTA [JM00]. narrative [Joh06]. nation [HRP08, Kan03]. nation-states [HRP08]. National [Sah01, KYC05, Per09, TRvAB05, Pot00]. nationalism [dVM02a]. nationals [Erc06]. Nations [Ver07, TRvAB05, Hea08]. native [RM00]. Natura [PF SO9]. Natural [MMS09, HK06b, MR01, Rep01, DP00]. nature [BET+07, vZvDT02]. Nautical [Vee02]. naval [Ber02, Ska05]. navigate [EYG+09]. navigating [DSH03]. navigation [VA06]. navigational [Van05]. NEAFC [Bj09]. need [Day08, KKP00, Son05]. needed [WAKP05]. needs [WJP00]. negotiations [Gry03, Sco00]. Neo [vdB00]. Neo-classical [vdB00]. Nephrops [CFG06]. net [KM09]. net-trawling [KM09]. Netherlands [Vee02]. nets [GL07]. Network [Gib08, JC09b]. networks [SBB+09]. Newfoundland [FE09, AHS00, BBNB08, Sch05]. nga [JGU09]. Niño [TLHN07]. no [Jon06, Jon08, Jon09]. no-take [Jon06, Jon08, Jon09]. nomenclature [Ser04]. non [Mat01]. non-technical [Mat01]. Norfolk [MBSLP02]. Normalization [Li08d]. North
objective [PPW+09]. Objectives [MPB+02, Hil07]. obligations [FH04].
observation [KP04b]. Observations [AOPM00, Ham03]. Observing
[Mal03]. Occupational [MN09, WNB+08]. Ocean
[DB06, Edw08, Mal03, Val01, Car07, Cho06, CW08, CSH00, Edw09, EYG+09, KP04b, PF02, RHCS05, Sah01, SP01, dVM04, Agn00, BC07a, Cam00, CWR09, HRP08, Hum06, Pol06, RSJ+03]. oceanic [KS09]. Oceans
[Hin03, Vin06, FHC05, RM00, Sni03, VH09, dV07]. off
[AvdI08, Utn08b, Jab09]. offences [GL07]. officers [GM01a, GM01b].

Offshore [DJ07, BRNB08, CWP06, FE09, Gez06, Ham03, KP04a, Ped08, PFS09, Por09, RM00]. oil [FW08, FE09, FFM06, GGRV06, HS08, Kim03a, LLJ07, Mas03, NVPR09, VG03, Kim02]. Oman [AOPM00]. One [Ser04].

Online [Ano07g]. OPA [HS08]. Open [Li03, FMP08, Cor05]. operating
[Nob03, Van04]. operation [GT01]. Operational [Xiz04]. operations
[Bal04, KM09, Lia05b, MWV02]. Opportunities
[Har01, BBNB08, DJ07, KS04, Mit08, Sah01, Tan07]. option [Hin01, SLT08].

Options [Dja04, PPP+08, RT08]. Oregon [HESM08]. organisation [Syd01].
organisational [Mit04]. organisations [Syd02]. organization [Hin01].

organizations [DM09, LOS06, SJ03, Van03]. orientation [Tro04]. oriented
[TMY06b]. origins [Bod02]. other [Ser04]. outcomes [WNB+08].

outcompete [ENS04]. output [KYC05, RNG06]. Over-capacity [AEG+08].
over-represented [Oke03]. overfishing [Pon08, TS07]. overflight [VA06].
overlaps [Bat05, EYG+09]. Overview [Bje09, AB02, HS01, Jen08, TTSS09].
owned [FLT06]. ownership [HFPR02]. owning [Mit04].
Ano06k, Ano06n, Ano06m, Ano07i, Ano07h, Ano07j, Ano08g, Ano08i, Ano08h, Ano08j, Ano09a, Ano09g, Ano09h, Ano09i, Ano09j, Ano09k. Pagrus [MS02, MBJI08]. paid [Jab09]. Painting [DGH+06]. Palawan [PPP+08].

Panama [Liá05a, Lla05b, Lla06]. Panamanian [Liá04]. Paper [dV07].

Paradox [dVMdC08]. parallel [Car07]. Paris [DE07]. Participation [Alp06, BWR08, GH08, Hol00, MS02, MJ03, VGH+08, dVMdC08].

Participatory [MJ08, SBF+04, WBCK04, AMS05, BL08, WCXB09]. particular [WJPN00]. partnership [CW08, SM06, FBH+07]. partnerships [Fle03]. party [Mit04]. passengers [Tza05]. past [Lla03, vS02, CvSP06].

Path [HHR00]. Patos [CVL02, KS04, SR08]. patrolling [Let00]. pattern [PL01, SB05]. Patterns [Lou07]. pelagic [GCB+08, SRMM03]. Pentland [SDWF09]. people [Bes01, CS07]. peoples’ [DJ01]. Perceived [MCK08].

Perception [DCHM07, MBSLP02]. perceptions [GDT+09, HHM+09, MG09]. Performance [Fah08, MPT09, Ben01, Bjo09, Fra08, LDBB08, MGL09, NZF09]. perils [MR01, Yan08]. period [TK09]. permit [NZF09]. Personal [WR07, BL00].

Perspective [FÓ08, FP07, Hea04, HH06, HH00, Kim04, kK05, LDBB08, MFM09, MN06, Pla08, San05, Sha05, SLCS05, Ugg07, Val01, WR07, Xiz04, dVM06, XX05].

Perspectives [CLT08, Evao09, Jon08, NSVV01, TTSS09, YY08, Ehb09, QCB09, SG+08]. perturb [Ver07]. Peruvian [Pon01]. petroleum [CWP06]. Pew [Cor05].

Phang [JGU09]. Phang-nga [JGU09]. phenomenon [BPM09].

Philippines [Fab08, Maj07, MPT09, PPP+08, Sub07]. Phocoena [JBP09]. Phronetic [Jen06]. pilots [DCHM07]. piracy [Ho09a]. plan [FHC05, GGVL09, Fra08, Vin06]. planes [Van04]. Planning [BKVV+09, DPE+08, DE07, MM04, AGPT08, BHJV09, CN08, Dav08, Day08, DW08, DMVS07, Dou08, Eh08, FÓ08, Foc08, GL08, Mac08, OGC+09, Pla08, PD08, RHCS05, SBF+04, SHA08, Tan07, Tow02, dVMdC09, zVdT02].

plans [GA07]. plutonium [WDAT00]. polar [MLRK08]. Policies [EY07, Car07, DJ07, HH04, FK02, MG07, PLB04, SM08, VG03, dVMdC09, vdBND+02]. Policy [ABF00b, Hin01, AS07, AH06, AvdH08, Bee07, Bod02, CC09, DG05, DPE+08, Dro04, DP00, Fle00, GMN+07, HY03, Hat00, Hea04, HH00, HR04, Kea01, Lev09a, LFL05a, LFL05b, LTX08, MR01, McGe03b, MWL+09, NSVV01, OLC+09, PL08, Pet02, Pet08, PNN08, Pla08, PPP+08, PNT09, PP04, RM00, Sah01, SM07, SWC09, SBB+09, SC04, SLCS05, SRVLM03, SR05, TRvAB05, Val09, WRD06, Wit06, ZYN09, vHvT09, Ano07g, DG05, FA06, GH03, LFL05b, MG09, QCB09, Vin06, dV07].

Policy-led [OLC+09]. policy-making [TRvAB05]. policymakers [Gib09b]. Political [AJ09, TS05, HB01, dV07]. politically [RTWJ05]. politics [Mau02, Ped08]. Pollution [Kim02, FW08, Kim03a, KF09, LL06, Mas03].

Pool [HRP08, Jen02]. poor [BHJV09, SLT08]. population [DSH03]. populations [Hum06]. porpoise [JBP09]. Port [CLT08, Dev00, Lla06, CMW09, CMCNL+09, KF07]. ports
[But07, PLB04, Pet08, TS05]. Portugal [Car07]. posed [Jon06]. Positioning [GHR+08]. possession [Edw08]. possible [Ill08a, LC06, MCK08]. post [Ill08b, Val01, vSBHS06, vSH06, Daw06, TK09]. post-apartheid [vSBHS06, vSH06]. post-IFQ [Daw06]. post-ISM [TK09]. post-modern [Val01]. pot [Lev09a]. Potential [SVL07, AEG+08, Edw09, JBN07, KP04b, KE03, Pot00]. power [Jon09].

Poyl [TG09]. practical [WRD06, YY08]. Practice [OLC+09, AH06, Alp06, Arm01, Day08, KKI+09]. practices [Hea08, MJ08]. pre [TK09]. pre- [TK09]. Precaution [SC04, Hea06]. Precautionary [HF02, Par00, GL05, Hea06, Pol02a]. precedes [CJ07]. predatory [Pol06]. Predicting [ZYN09]. prefecture [AMS05]. preferences [PPW+09, WP09]. preliminary [EOU09, Hun09]. present [CvSP06, Li03]. pressure [PPB06]. Prestige [FFM06, GGSRL06, NVPR09]. prevent [VG03]. prevention [MN09]. prey [HRP08]. prices [Gui04]. Prince [Cho07]. principal [Foc08]. principle [GL05, MCO08, Mor00, Tsu04]. principles [AH06, MCO08, Sch07c, TMY06a, Utn06]. priorities [SDWF09]. Private [PKH02, BT04, JM00]. privatization [Lla06]. Privatizing [Che03]. probability [KF07]. problem [CFG06, Gez08, HRP08, JC09a]. problems [BW09, Ebb03, Jon06, Key01, Ser04]. process [GL08, PD08, RHCS05, WBGC08, vZvDT02]. producing [TRVAB05]. production [BP08, KA06, LS08, MGL09, WCB06, vZvDT02]. productivity [FP04]. products [EY07, GP00]. profile [SWM06]. Profitability [SRVLTG02, BRS08, FH04, GGVL05, GGAD08, WJPN00]. profitable [GGVL09]. program [CWP06, GTLC02, HESM08, Kai06, PBSS06, Ber08, KK08]. Programme [Ho09b, VS01]. programs [AMW09, MPT09, PBSS06]. progress [FSP05, PKS+09, VA05b]. project [CC09, MM04]. projects [BWR08]. promise [DJ01, Yan08]. promote [BBNB08]. property [BH00, BM06, HG01, Kea01, Mar01, PKH02, RHCS09, SMS06, dS04]. proposal [TRW05]. proposals [DTFÁIM04, Jon08, Jon09]. proposed [BET+07, MM04]. Proposing [CWP06]. prospect [Hal03]. Prospects [Cli03, Haa00b, Haa00a, Val01, Key01, KPN+09, WCB06]. protect [Det06]. protected [BCM09a, Cli03, CCCD07, Fab08, Jon08, Jon09, NBR09, Ove06, QWJA09, RGB09, SBF+04]. Protecting [JHW09, Sk06]. protection [AvdH08, BR07, BET+07, GTLC02, Ugg07, Ver07]. providers [CLT08]. province [PPP+08, JGU09]. Provinces [Bod02]. provisions [MG06, Ver07]. PSSA [Det06, RTW05, Ugg07]. Public [FPHP09, JM00, KS09, MBSLP02, AS07, BT04, MJ01, Nau06, PKH02, Por09, WP09, dVMD08]. Publicly [Eks09]. Pulau [TS07]. Putting [AH06, Glo03].
radical [AJ09]. radioactive [WDAT00]. raft [MGL09]. raised [Jon08, Jon09]. Raja [BR08]. range [MR01]. rapid [Pol06]. rates [Pol06]. ratification [KF09]. Rationalization [Fin05]. re [JBN07]. re-creation [JBN07]. realignment [MM04, MBSP02]. realities [PBB08]. reality [GH03, Jhn02]. ReCAAP [Ho09a]. Reconciliation [RM00]. reconstruction [Hin01]. Recovering [Ho09b, ZFP05]. Recovery [AMW09, JHMC07, MBJ08, PGP08, PL01, SJ03]. recreational/commercial [Kea01]. recycling [LL07]. red [CGS08, Ser04]. redfeed [Til08]. redistribution [HH00]. reducing [HS08, NZF09, PPB06, LL06]. Reduction [Jen02, PC00]. Reef [KK08, NBR09, JGU09, Kai06, PPB06, PPP+08, TTSS09, Day08]. Reefs [Sub07, PPB06]. reference [PFS09, WJPN00]. reform [GH03, HK06a, Isa06, MJ03, Wt06, vSBHS06, Ano06g]. Reforming [HB07a, SLCS05]. reforms [Har09, vS02]. regime [Ebb02, HB07b, HNMB07, Ilfo8b, Mas03, RB04, RNG06, Ska05, SA08, SC04, Sto07, Val04a, Yao03, Yan08]. regimes [Ebb03, Fra08, Kim03a, Mar01, Nie06, Syd01, WNB+08]. region [DM09, Haa00b, Haa00a, HT09, Val00, WW06, DP00]. Regional [HMM+04, Syd02, Vin06, DS09, FHCS05, HB07b, Hin01, Syd01, WK00, dVM02a, Oke03]. regions [BJHV09, McGo07, Syd02, dVMdC09]. registers [Liu03]. Registration [WW06]. Regueiro [SR05, LFL05b]. Reguiero [LFL05a]. Regulating [BB01, Kim03a]. Regulation [LL05a]. regulations [Eks09, LL06, RHKS09, Sta03, Sta06]. regulatory [Fu08, HB07b, MN08, WNB+08, WDAT00]. Rehabilitating [PRH+06]. related [Jon08]. relations [Kan03, MLRK08]. relationship [GH08, KA06]. relative [Mor00]. reliability [MWV02, Tza05]. reliability-centred [MWV02]. remember [vS02]. removal [KP04a]. Renaming [JP08]. Renewable [PF02, Por09, SDWF09]. rent [AEG+08, SLCS05]. repeat [vS02]. Replacing [BRH06]. Reply [Haa00a, SR05]. Report [VA05b, Cor05]. reporting [CCCD07]. representation [Fle03]. representative [JC09b]. represented [Oke03]. Republic [Kim04]. requiem [CM00]. requirement [Tow02]. rescue [Ber08]. Research [Ber08, Bat05, BWR08, CC09, Glo03, Har01, HR06, KM04, KTH+07, Mau02, PL08, SBB+09, Ver07, WBC04, WCB09, TLHN07]. Reservarum [RZ03]. reserve [BPM09, DS04, PPB08]. reserves [GK05]. Resilience [Cib09b, Ebb09, MLRK08]. resolution [BL00]. Resolving [CFG06, Dja04, RWB08]. Resource [DP00, Maj07, BA05, MR01, MPT09, Mur07, NH07, SJ02, SLCS05]. resources [Bes01, CWRR09, HK06b, HRP08, Hun03, JM00, LVH+09, Mor00]. response [Hum03, Xue06]. responses [BM07, Gez08, PS07]. responsibilities [NC06, Xue06]. responsibility [FL06, Gos08].
responsible [MJ08]. restoration [BM09]. restoring [Nau06]. Restructuring [LTX08]. result [Nie09, Pol06]. Rethinking [Hau08, PP04, Tsu04]. returns [HCL+09]. revenues [Edw09]. review [CW08, LVH+09, MWL+09, Sow06, WJPN00, Lev08]. revision [Hew07]. revolution [Guo04]. rhetoric [GH03]. Rica [Alp06]. Right [ET08, Lev09a, Lev09b, SMS06, Van05]. rights [BA05, BH00, BR07, BT04, BM06, DJ01, GT01, Hea08, HS06, Kaa01, Lax06, RM00]. rights-based [BA05, GT01]. rise [JP07, Sta06, Sta08]. rising [dVMdC08]. risk [Sag05, Ben01, BM09, DCHM07, HCL+09, TS05, WBGC08]. River [PBSS06]. Roanoke [PBSS06]. robbery [Ho09a]. rock [PKH02]. roe [BP08, Ska04]. Role [FFM06, HMM+09, BH00, Bes06, DMVS07, Elv09, KYC05, Mah06, Mas08, MJ07, Mit04, MWL+09, PG09, Ska05, SBB+09, Tro04, VGH+08, VS01]. roles [Bec07, Bjo09]. room [PE09]. Rotterdam [HMM+09]. rough [Ber02]. rule [JM04, NM03]. rule-making [JM04]. rules [Ham03, Hon00]. Russia [VL02, HJ02]. Russian [AVH05, Ska04].

sablefish [SVL07]. safe [BdKvD+08, Bro05]. safe-guarding [BdKvD+08]. Safety [DCHM07, KKP00, Ben01, Cho07, KF08, KF09, MN09, PL08, WF01, WNB+08, PNN08]. Sagami [MBJ08]. sailing [Ber02]. salmon [BR08, ENS04, EBB02, EBB03, EOU09, Elv09, Guo04, Hea08, HRP08, LS08, WCB06]. Saltwater [SWC09]. sardine [HNM07]. scale [AEO1, DW08, EY07, Han08, HCL+09, IMP09, Isa06, Joh06, OJ08, PNT09, SGP+08, Sow06, WD07, WASK06]. scallop [BA05]. scarce [HK06b]. scenario [dC08]. scheme [Agn00, BET+07]. Science [WT00, CW08, DGO5, DM09, Hea04, KMO4, LFI01, SBB+09, Tro04, Wes03, ZFP05, Ber08]. science-policy [SBB+09]. Scientific [Hea04, Ham03, Bat05, EY07, FFM06, Glo03, LVH+09, Nau06, Pon03, Ver07]. scientist [San05]. scope [Ano02a, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano04b, Ano04a, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05f, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Mas03, SAK06, dVMdC09]. Scotia [CWP06, Lou07]. Scotian [RHCS05, FC05]. Scotland [SDWF09, JM00, MM00, NOL03]. Sea. [Ber08, Cho07, KTH+07, BA05, CSG+09, DMVS07, Don08, FLT06, GTLC02, HF02, Kan03, KKP00, Kim03b, Lev09a, MWL+09, NZF09, PM02, PLB04, Roa04, RTW05, RS03, VA03, dVM02b, CFG05, DW08, Fin05, Han00, IMP09, Key03, KTH+07, SM08, S005, Son05, St07, Ugg07, VVG03, Ver07, dVM02a]. Sea. [BET+07]. seabird [MWL+09]. seabirds [WBGC08]. seafarers [GMN+07, Gle08, Mit08, PG05+05, WW05]. seafaring [GM01a, GM01b]. Seafood [Kap00, BH00, Bes06, GP00, Guo04, JP07, JP08, LTX08]. Searching [WCB06]. seas [AGPT08, Ber02, Kay04, Ove07, Ugg07, vD07].
seaside [FÓ08]. season [BdKvD+08, KK08]. seasonal [Tro04]. secrets [JP08]. sector [Gib09a, LFI01, LĐB08, Llá04, PL01, SJ03, VS01, VES06, dVM02b]. security [BKV+09, Kin05, Roa04, dVM04]. security-based [dVM04]. seismic [CGHA08]. selection [CLT08, KP04a]. selling [Kap00]. sensitive [RTWJ05]. September [An00e, An01e, An02f, An03j, An04k, An05j, An06m, An09k]. sequestration [KS09]. SERMP [FHCS05]. Service [MN08, CLT08]. services [BM09]. shifts [HNMB07]. ship [BK09, But07, KF08, KKR08, Mit04]. shipping [CLyB06, CLT08, Ch07, FLT06, Gos08, HY03, Kin05, KF09, MN06, PM02, RM02, TK09]. ships [KF07, Moe08, Som01, Van04]. Shiretoko [MS09]. shore [PGM+05]. shore-based [PGM+05]. short [FLT06, LĐB08, PM02]. short- [LĐB08]. Shrimp [NVW01, CGS08, KPN+09, Sta03]. Sicily [WPBD03]. side [McG03a, Pon01]. SIDS [SM08]. Sierra [TWN+09]. simulation [KPN+09]. since [Han07b]. Sino [Key03]. Sino-Japanese [Key03]. Site [Sub07, NBR09]. sites [PFS09]. situation [PGM+05]. six [WNB+08]. sizes [OJ08]. Slow [LW+09]. Small [Isa06, PNT09, SRMM03, AE01, EY07, FÓ08, HB07a, Hau08, IMP09, JHW09, Joh06, OJ08, Pol02b, PS01, SGP+08, Sow06, SW08, WD07]. Small-scale [Isa06, PNT09, AE01, EY07, Hau08, IMP09, Joh06, OJ08, SGP+08, Sow06, WD07]. smallest [Utn08b]. Smart [HR04]. SNA1 [MS02]. snapper [MS02]. snow [Lou07]. Social [Gos08, WP09, FLT06, KM04, Ove06, Ove07, PBB08, San05, dV07]. society [MHJ07, Val01, Cor05]. socio [TTSS09]. socio-economic [TTSS09]. sociocultural [Ho00]. Socioeconomic [FGA00, SBF+04, BHJV09]. soft [SA02]. Sole [DTFÁIM04]. Solent [Con07, FJH07, FP07, FBH+07, Hew07]. solution [PPB06, SMS06, Sta07]. solutions [CFG05, LC06]. solve [Pol02b]. some [Ham03, Ser04, WAKP05]. Sound [PBS06]. Sound/Roanoke [PBS06]. South [BJBC09, GD1+09, FHCS05, LB04, An006g, BC06, CCCD07, CvSP06, DPE+08, Har09, HS01, HK06a, HH00, NDV+04, HH06, hS00, Son05, Sow06, Syd01, VL02, VVG03, VS01, Vin06, WIt06, vS02, vSBH06, vSH06]. Southampton [But07]. Southeast [PPP+07, SGP+08]. southeastern [Lev09a]. Southern [JGU09, BP08, CBB00, Cla06, DKS08, How01, Agn00, BM09, GD1+09, Hm06, Lou07, NDV+04, Pol02a]. Soviet [VEH02, VES06]. Spain [FMPPF08, FGA00, NVPR09, dC08, GGVL03, MPB+02, PL01, dVM02b]. Spanish [CMMCNI+09, FFMM06, GGVL05, GGVL09, Kap00, Lax06, MGL09]. Spatial [BR07, DW08, DE07, Val09, AGPT08, CN08, DMVS07, Dou08].
Ehl08, FÓ08, Foc08, GL08, Mae08, OGC+09, Pla08, PD08, SHA08, SRW06, Tau07, dVMdC09. **spawning** [SB05]. **Special** [SP01, Oke03, PFS09].

**Specialist** [RSS+07]. **species** [BWA+03, Ber08, BB06, Pol06, RWB08, Ser04, SRM03]. **Spending** [PL01].

**spill** [FFM06, GGSRL06, NVPR09]. **spillover** [RHKS09]. **spills** [HS08, VG03]. **spill** [FFM06, GGSRVL06, NVPR09]. **spillover** [RHKS09]. **spills** [HS08, VG03]. **sport** [SWC09].

**spring** [SB05]. **spring-spawning** [SB05]. **squid** [Har09].

**St** [BP08, Lou07]. **Stability** [Mor00]. **stable** [SA08]. **Stakeholder** [BWR08, Fle03, HCK00, PPW+09, FP07, HR06, VGH+08, WP09, Yan03, BCM09b, GDI+09, GH08]. **stakeholders** [MJ01, MJ08, PD08, SGP+09, Som03]. **stand** [Gu04, hS00]. **state** [CMW09, Con07, Dev00, Eks09, Erc06, HB07b, KF07, Xue06, Fle00, dVMdC09].

**States** [JM00, HRP08, SRM03, TWN+09, AL02, BM08, MN08, Oke03, RBT04, WK09]. **statistical** [PSFE07, SWC09]. **statistics** [OJ08, vZvDT02].

**stay** [PL04]. **Steller** [Ber08, GTLC02]. **Step** [CJ07]. **steps** [GL08, LWH+09].

**Stewardship** [Gu09]. **stock** [MS02, MBJI08, PBSS06]. **stocking** [PBSS06].

**stocks** [BC06, FSPKR09, Hun06, Mil07, SS07, TMY06b]. **stocktake** [OB09]. **straddling** [TMY06b]. **strait** [Son05, MLRK08, Val03]. **Straits** [CLyB06, Pla00]. **Strategic** [Lan08, SDWF09, Tow02]. **strategies** [Bod02, LLJ07, MCK08, TRAB05]. **strategy** [Cam00]. **Strengths** [PM02].

**striata** [Lev09a]. **Structural** [Hol00, Hat00, LFL05a, LFL05b, SRVLGG02, SRVLIM03, SR05]. **structure** [CWP06, MJ03, Sta07]. **structures** [KP04a, LS00]. **Studies** [VS01, AEG+08, MPB+02, MLRK08].

**study** [Arni01, BCM09b, But07, CFG06, CW00, Dav08, DG05, DP00, EQU09, Fra08, GM09, How01, Lev08, MWV02, OJ08, PBSS06, PSFE07, RGB09, SR08, Som03, SW08, S004, WW05, dJDT09]. **studying** [Nie03]. **Submarine** [CSH00]. **submission** [An07g]. **Subsidies** [Hat00, AS07, Gry03].

**Subsistence** [SM07, Son06]. **substandard** [KF07]. **success** [BCM09a, Hili07, Kim02, Lou07, PK01, WK09]. **successful** [Yan03].

**Sultanate** [AOPM00]. **Summary** [Val04c, DE07]. **Sundarbans** [KPN+09].

**Supply** [Nie06, Pon01, MN08, Pon03]. **support** [DM09, Nau06, RSS+07]. **supporting** [WBCK04]. **Surís** [SR05, LFL05a, LFL05b]. **Surís-Regueiro** [SR05, LFL05b]. **Suris-Reguiero** [LFL05a]. **survey** [Nos08, WP09]. **survey-based** [WP09]. **surveying** [Bat05]. **surveys** [CGHA08].

**sustainability** [AMS05, BC07a, BA05, BB06, DG05, Gai08, GGT04, SU07, Utn07, Utn08a, Utn08b, WPB03, WCB06, Wit08]. **Sustainable** [BR08, Edw09, LOT05, Gib09a, Glo03, Gry03, HS06, Joh02, KKI+09, Ove06, PBB08, SM08, Sta05, Th08, Utn08b, AH06]. **Svalbard** [Ped08]. **sweat** [Mar01].

**Swedish** [BL08, EE03, Ugg07]. **Swimming** [Ebb03]. **swordfish** [GGVLIM03, GGVL05, NZF09]. **synergies** [Skj06]. **synthesis** [BWR08].

**System** [Mal03, Utn07, AMS05, Bes05, Bes06, CMCNL+09, Ch006, GH03, HHR00, LOT05, LB04, NZF09, QWJA09, RNG06, SU07, Til08, VEH02, VES06, WCB06, dM05]. **Systematic** [BHJV09]. **Systems** [Utn06, Ebb09, GT01, IMGGVL02, KF04b, LW07, MMR08, RNG06].
T. [HHR00]. TAC [RNG06]. TACs [Mor00]. tags [JHMC07]. Taiwan [CLyB06, Chi07, HB00, LOT05, hS00]. take [Jon06, Jon08, Jon09]. Tamil [BdKvD+08]. tanker [Pla00]. Tanzania [How01]. target [CMW09]. targeting [KF07]. Tasmanian [PKH02]. taxonomy [Ser04]. Team [RSS+07]. Technical [Tza05, BB00, Mat01, PC00, DGH+06]. technological [Sta05]. Technologies [SJ02, SHA08]. Technology [GL03, Bal04, CW08, DM09, Var08]. temperature [Han07b]. Ten [Kim02, Mur07, Sch05, Sow06, vSH06]. ten-year [Sow06, vSH06]. tendencies [Che03]. tension [vHT09]. tensions [DJ07]. term [LDBB08]. terminology [Ska05]. terms [Hay05]. territorial [Val03]. territory [HB07a, Gre01]. terrorist [Ho09b]. Testing [Det06]. Thai [JGU09]. Thailand [JGU09]. their [Bes01, BC06, DYB05, DTF ´AIM04, Hun09, Pot00, SJ02]. Theoretic [YY08]. theoretical [VG03]. Theory [Arm01, Alp06, HY03]. there [CW00, KTH+07, KA06, Sch07b]. third [Mit04]. Those [vS02]. threat [BWA+03]. threatened [Ber08]. threats [Hun09]. three [McG07, SGP+08]. tilefish [KdSR07]. Time [BdKvD+08]. Time-zoning [BdKvD+08]. Tingloy [Ma07]. title [RM00]. Tobago [BC07b, Som03]. Tokyo [KK1+09, VA05b]. tonnes [Dro04]. tool [EYG+09, HCL+09]. toothfish [Agn00]. top [Bee07]. tourism [Che03, Fab08, HH06, Joh02]. tourist [Edw09]. toxic [Moe08]. Trade [GP00, Ho09b, JP08, Ste09, Elv09, Nie09, PPP+08, Utn08b]. trade-off [Utn08b]. trading [Pet03]. traditional [SR08]. traffic [Lla05b, Pla00]. tragedy [SMS06, SA02]. training [How01]. transaction [MM05]. Transferability [Lax06, BT04]. transferable [BRH06, CBB00, Gib07, GM09, PE09, TMY+06a]. transfers [MM02]. Transformation [NH06, Har09]. transition [VES06]. Transitions [BM06]. Transparency [FE09]. transportation [WDAT00]. trawl [WPBD03]. trawlers [FH04, Sta08]. trawling [KM09, Sta03, dJD09]. Trends [Mar04]. tri [Per09]. tri-national [Per09]. trials [Nob03]. tribulations [Nob03]. Trinidad [BC07b, Som03]. trip [BRH06]. tropical [BNA+01, CFW+07, Mi07, SH03]. tropics [WRD06]. troubled [RM00]. trunk [CLT08]. tsunami [ZY09]. Tubbataha [Sub07]. Tuna [Pol06, BC07a, Bro05, CBB00, Cam00, HB00, HB01, LWH+09, Mi07, RBT04, RS+03, Sco00, Ser04, WK00, Po02a]. Tunas [Lev08, SH03]. turbulent [VH09]. Turkish [Pla00]. turtle [CSG+09, MWL+09]. turtles [NZF09]. two [Arm01, Ebb03, LOS06, McG03a, Pon03, Ser04].

UK [SDWF09, Bro05, Fle03, FPHP09, GM01a, GM01b, Gle08, HFPR02, JC09b, MPB+02, MBSLP02, OJ08, PGM+05, Pot00, SJ02, WR07, WJPN00]. Uncertainty [GK05, Jen08, Hea04, Pon01, Pon03]. Understanding [Eva09, TLHN07, BNA+01, BBNB08, Mor06]. underutilized [HESM08]. UNESCO [DE07, Sub07]. Unintended [RHKS09]. Union [DG05, LFL05a, LFL05b, SR05, ANL09, CW00, FA06, HBB00, MN08, SRVLGG02, SRVLIM03, Wit08]. Union. [Mor00]. unique [Det06]. United [JM00, MN08, BM08, Kan03, Oke03, Pet08, Ver07, WK09]. university
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